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Long Term Planning
The Palladium® Century Fixed Annuity Series can 
provide some of the assurance you need for your 
financial planning process for the long term. Palladium® 
Century Annuities are fixed deferred annuities, 
offering the assurance of a guaranteed interest rate, 
a guaranteed death benefit, and tax deferral on all 
accumulation within the annuity.1

Guaranteed Interest Rate
Palladium® Century Annuities will offer a guaranteed 
interest rate for one year on the initial premium you 

submit. All interest rates will be declared as annual 
effective rates of interest. A renewal interest rate may 
be higher or lower than the current declared interest 
rate; however, a subsequent renewal interest rate will 
never be less than that Minimum Guaranteed Interest 
Rate  specified in your contract. In addition, there are 
a number of first-year interest rate enhancement options 
available on the Palladium® Century Annuity Series. 
Please see the individual Series insert for specific 
options.

The Palladium® Century Annuity Series also has a 
Minimum Guaranteed Interest Rate. This rate is based 
on the NAIC Index. The NAIC Index rate will be 

No one can predict the future, which 
makes planning now for your financial 

security so important. How will you know what financial 
resources will be available when you need them at some 
point in the future?

You can no longer depend on government programs, or even employer sponsored 
programs to be the main source of your retirement funding or for meeting other long-term 
financial goals. You should have the assurance that the funds you are allocating for your 
long term financial goals will be there when you need them.
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declared monthly, and the Index rate in effect 
on the date your contract is issued will remain in 
effect for the life of your contract.

Death Benefit
Palladium® Century Annuities provide a death 
benefit upon the death of the Owner of the 
contract. The death benefit will be the greater of 
the annuity value (premium plus interest earned 
minus any withdrawals) or the surrender value. By 
naming a beneficiary to receive the death benefit, 
you can avoid the inconvenience of probate.

Tax Deferred Growth
The accumulation within your Palladium® Century 
Fixed Annuity is tax deferred, meaning you will 
not pay any income taxes on interest earned 
until you withdraw it. The objective of long-term 
accumulation is to keep interest earnings within 
the contract until some time in the future when the 
funds, or a portion of the funds, may be received 
for retirement or other needs.

At that time the interest, or any part of it that is 
withdrawn, will be taxed as ordinary income. 
Keep in mind that since annuities are designed 
for long-term accumulation, there may be tax 
penalties assessed for early withdrawals, in 
addition to the normal surrender charges that may 
apply within the contract.1

Surrender Charge Free 
Withdrawals
Starting in the first contract year, you can 
withdraw up to 10% of your annuity value as of 
the beginning of your annuity’s contract year, 
without any surrender charges.1

Note: Annuitization before the maturity date 
is not available on the Palladium® Century 
Series because of restrictions imposed by non-
forfeiture law.

1Individual retirement accounts and other qualified plans already provide tax deferral like that provided by an annuity.  Additional features 
and benefits such as contract guarantees, death benefits and the ability to receive a lifetime income are contained within an annuity for 
a cost.  Please be sure the features and costs of the annuity are right for you when considering the purchase of an annuity. A federal tax 
penalty of 10% may be assessed on any withdrawals made prior to age 59½. You should consult your tax advisor or attorney on your 
specific situation. Withdrawals are taxed as ordinary income. 

ACCESS 

There may come a 
time when you must 
have access to funds 
intended for long-
term accumulation. 
To answer those 
unexpected needs, the 
Palladium® Century 
Fixed Annuities provide 
a number of ways to 
access your funds.
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Systematic Withdrawals
You can request an amount to be withdrawn from your Palladium® Century Fixed Annuity 

on a regular basis. The systematic withdrawal can be for either the earned interest only or for a specific 
fixed amount. Please keep in mind that when the sum of any systematic withdrawal payments and partial 
surrenders exceeds 10% of the contract’s beginning year annuity value, a surrender charge and market value 
adjustment or excess interest deduction, if applicable, will be charged.

Waiver of Surrender Charges
There may be times when surrender charges, market value adjustments, or excess interest deductions, can 
be waived on your contract. In addition to the 10% surrender charge free withdrawals mentioned above, 
no surrender charges will be imposed when withdrawals are made to meet the minimum payout required 
(otherwise known as Required Minimum Distribution) on pension-qualified contracts issued after age 70½, or 
for required payout when you reach 70½.

Surrender charges will also be waived for full or partial surrenders while you are confined to a licensed 
hospital, convalescent or hospital facility, or if you become physically disabled or diagnosed with a disabling 
terminal illness. Full details of these waivers can be found in the contract. Availability of these waivers may 
vary by state.

Additional Information
You can find additional information on the Palladium® Century Annuity you are considering on the Fact sheet 
at the back of this brochure. The Fact sheet includes details on the Issue Ages, Minimum Premium, Surrender 
Charges and other information you should consider when purchasing this annuity.
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Finally...  
At the end of the Surrender Charge period for your Palladium® Century Fixed Annuity when you have full 
access to your funds, you may choose to receive your funds in a series of payments that fit your financial 
needs. There are a number of options available to you, such as receiving a series of payments for your 
life, or perhaps receiving the funds over a limited period of time. You may wish to review these with your 
financial advisor to make the best choice for your financial goals at that time.

The American National Story
Chartered on March 17, 1905 by the company’s founder, W. L. Moody Jr., American National began 
operations with $100,000 of capital and $20,000 surplus.  Following a conservative investment 
philosophy, Mr. Moody believed that the company’s profits should finance future growth, so American 
National did not pay dividends to investors in those early years.  Mr. Moody envisioned a company that 
would flourish for centuries. His conservative business approach created a unique corporate culture that 
remains the heart of the Company today. 

This culture has helped American National persevere through wars, hurricanes, economic volatility, 
extraordinary technological advancements, evolving products, and the changing needs of contract holders 
and agents.  American National remains financially strong and will continue to manage its business 
respecting the conservative principles of its founder, driven by its corporate vision to be a leading provider 
of financial services for current and future generations.
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Important Customer Information
Information herein is not intended to be legal or  tax advice. You should consult with an attorney or tax advisor 

for specific circumstances. This product may not be available in all states.

 Not FDIC/NCUA insured  Not a deposit  Not insured by any federal government agency  No bank/CU guarantee  May lose value

Contract Form Series: FPDA04-NQ, PQ; SPDA04-NQ, PQ (Forms may vary by state)





For A Complete Kit, Order Form 4269

American National Insurance Company Galveston Texas.
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